Abstract. We study families of infinite block sequences of elements of the space FIN k . In particular we study Ramsey properties of such families and Ramsey properties localized to a selective or semiselective coideal. We show how the stable ordered-union ultrafilters defined by Blass, and Matet-adequate families defined by Eisworth in the case k = 1 fit in the theory of the Ramsey space of infinite block sequences of finite sets of natural numbers.
Introduction
In this article we study the Ramsey property of subsets of the space FIN ∞ k of infinite block sequences of elements of FIN k . The case k = 1 deals with block sequences of finite sets of natural numbers. We consider coideals contained in these spaces and the Ramsey property localized on such a coideals.
Let k be a positive integer, FIN k = {p : N → {0, 1, . . . , k} : {n : p(n) = 0} is finite and k ∈ range(p)}. For p ∈ FIN k , supp(p) = {n : p(n) = 0}. FIN k is a partial semigroup under the partial semigroup operation of addition of elements with disjoint support. A block sequence of elements of F IN k is a (finite or infinite) sequence (p n ) with supp(p n ) < supp(p n+1 ) for every n ∈ N (i.e. the maximal element of supp(p n ) is strictly below the minimal element of supp(p n+1 ) for every n).
The relation between FIN k and the positive part of the unitary sphere of the Banach space c 0 is well known, see for example [20] , page 37. It permits to identify elements of FIN k with vectors.
The operation T : FIN k → FIN k−1 is defined by T (p)(n) = max{p(n) − 1, 0}. Given an infinite block sequence A = (p n ) of elements of FIN k , the subsemigroup [A] of FIN k generated by A is the collection of elements of FIN k of the form
for some sequence n 0 < · · · < n l and some choice i 0 , . . . , i l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k}. Notice that for the sum to remain in FIN k at least one of the numbers i 0 , . . . , i l must be 0. We denote by FIN ∞ k the space of infinite block sequences of elements of FIN k . If k = 1 we simply write FIN ∞ ; in this case, [A] is the subsemigroup of FIN ∞ formed by all the block sequences whose elements are finite unions of elements of A.
To define the Ramsey property of subsets of FIN ∞ k , we first recall the definition of the Ramsey property for subsets of the space N [∞] of all infinite sets of natural numbers. With the product topology (the topology inherited from the product topology on 2 N ), this space is homeomorphic to R \ Q, the irrational numbers. The exponential topology of this space, also called the Ellentuck topology, is finer than the product topology and it is generated by the basic sets of the form
where a is a finite set of natural numbers, A is an infinite subset of N, and a X means that a is an initial segment of X in its increasing order.
A subset A ⊆ N [∞] is Ramsey, or has the Ramsey property, if for every [a, A] there is an infinite subset B of A such that [a, B] ⊆ A or [a, B] ∩ A = ∅. Silver proved that all analytic subsets of N [∞] have the Ramsey property. His proof has a metamathematical character, as opposed to the combinatorial proof of Galvin and Prikry for the Borel sets. Ellentuck [7] gave a topological proof of Silver's result by showing that a subset of N [∞] is Ramsey if and only if it has the property of Baire with respect to the exponential topology.
We present below similar results for the space FIN ∞ k of infinite block sequences of elements of FIN k . We also consider certain subfamilies of FIN ∞ k to define coideals, selective coideals and semiselective coideals; and study some forcing notions related to these subfamilies. Previous work in this subject was done in [1, 5, 9, 14] . More recently, Zhang [21] studies the preservation of selective ultrafilters on FIN under Sacks forcing, proves that selective ultrafilters on FIN localize ther parametrized Milliken theorem, and also proves that that those selective ultrafilters are Ramsey.
GarcíaÁvila, in [9] , considers several forcing notions related to the space FIN ∞ , and in particular a forcing notion analogous to Mathias forcing adapted to this space. She proves that this notion has a pure decision property (a Prikry property) and asks if it has a property analogous to the fact that an infinite subset of a Mathias generic real is also a Mathias generic real (hereditary genericity, or the Mathias property). This question was answered positively in [2] , and here we extend this answer to the forcing localized on a semiselective coideal.
In this article we study these forcing notions and their relation to some classes of ultrafilters introduced by Blass and Hindman (see [1] ). Stable ordered-union ultrafilters on the space FIN of finite sets of natural numbers were defined by Blass ([1] ); these ultrafilters are related to Hindman's theorem on partitions of FIN in the same way selective ultrafilters on ω are related to Ramsey's theorem. We show that stable ordered-union ultrafilters are closely related to selective ultrafilters on the Ramsey space FIN ∞ . In his study of forcing and stable ordered-union ultrafilters ( [5] ) Eisworth isolates the concept of Matet-adequate families of elements of FIN ∞ , and proves that forcing with such a familiy adds a stable ordered-union ultrafilter. We show that Matet-adequate families correspond to selective coideals of the topological Ramsey space FIN ∞ . We also address the problem of the consistency of the statement all subsets of FIN ∞ k have the Ramsey property localized with respect to a semiselective coideal. This presentation is formulated in the context of topological Ramsey spaces as presented in [20] .
2. Block sequences of elements of FIN k .
As defined above, for a positive integer k, FIN ∞ k denotes the collection of all infinite block sequences of elements of F IN k , that is to say, all sequences p 0 , p 1 . . . where, for all i ∈ ω, p i ∈ FIN k and max(supp(p i )) < min(supp(p i+1 )).
For a positive integer d, FIN
k denotes the collection of all finite block sequences of length d.
We define the approximation space of FIN ∞ k as the set AFIN
the collection of finite block sequences of elements of FIN k . For each m ∈ ω, we define the approximation function r m : FIN
that sends an infinite block sequence to its first m blocks. We define r : FIN
For A ∈ FIN ∞ k we use the symbols FIN 
Take the discrete topology on FIN We will consider another topology on FIN ∞ k which we will call the Ellentuck (or exponential) topology. The Ellentuck type neighborhoods are of the form:
Notice that FIN
<∞ k 
Given A ∈ FIN ∞ k and a ∈ FIN <∞ k ↾ A, we define the depth of a in A as depth A (a) := min{n : a ≤ f in r n (A)} (A. 3) [Amalgamation] Given a and A with depth A (a) = n, the following holds:
(A.4) [Pigeonhole Principle (essentially Gowers' Theorem [11] , Hindman's Theorem [12] for k = 1)] Given a and A with depth
is a topological Ramsey space. In other words, a subset X ⊆ FIN ∞ k is Ramsey if and only if it has the Baire property with respect to the Ellentuck topology, and Ramsey null sets coincide with nowhere dense sets.
Proof. The result follows from the fact that (FIN ∞ k , ≤, r) satisfies A1, A2. A3 and A4 (see [20] ).
Definition 2. Given H ⊆ FIN
∞ k , we say that H is a coideal if it satisfies the following: (a) H is closed under finite changes, i.e. if A ∈ H and A△B is finite, then B ∈ H.
For a coideal H, and A ∈ FIN
The Ramsey property and the Baire property are localized to a coideal in the following fashion.
c ; we say that X is H-Ramsey null.
It is clear that if X ⊆ FIN ∞ k is H-Ramsey then X is H-Baire. Theorem 1 can be extended to the properties H-Ramsey and H-Baire when the family H is a semiselective coideal. We define this notion now.
Notice that FIN ∞ k is a selective coideal. We will see that, for the case k = 1, stable ordered-union ultrafilters (see definitions 13, 14) give rise to other examples of selective coideals on F IN. (
is the desired sequence. We have that for every n, A n ∈ H ↾ A, and A n ∈ D a for every a ∈ FIN <∞ k ↾ A with depth A (a) = n. 
The next theorem si also a consequence of Lemma 1. (1) If A ∈ U and A△B is finite, then B ∈ U.
An ultrafilter is in particular a coideal, so using definifions 9 and 6 we can consider semiselective and selective ultrafilters on FIN ∞ k .
Will show below, in section 5, that for ultrafilters on FIN ∞ k semiselectivity is equivalent to selectivity. This is also the case for ultrafilters on the space N [∞] as was shown by Farah in [8] .
Ramsey subsets of FIN
We adapt the ideas of Nash-Williams, Galvin and Prikry and Farah to this context. Before proceeding with the proof, we give some definitions.
The following facts follow from the definition. We only prove the last fact, using that if c : FIN
then there exists n such that r n (C) ∈ F . Therefore B accepts s, because C is arbitrary. But this contradicts that A rejects s. Hence, r |s|+1 [s, B] ⊆ O c and we are done. The following is an abstract version of the semisective Galvin lemma (see [9, 8] ).
, and A ∈ H, there exists B ∈ H ↾ A such that one of the following holds:
Proof. Consider D as in the Claim. If D accepts ∅ part (2) holds and we are done. So assume that D rejects ∅ and for a ∈ FIN 
Hence, B satisfies that FIN
This completes the proof of the Lemma.
In a similar way we can prove the following generalization of lemma 5:
such that one of the following holds: 
Ultrafilters and forcing
4.1. Ultrafilters on N and on F IN. We recall some definitions related to ultrafilters on ω.
A non-principal ultrafilter U on N is a P-point if for every partition N = i∈ω A i into sets not belonging to U there is B ∈ U such that |B ∩ A i | < ω for every i ∈ ω. U is said to be a Q-point if for every partition N = i∈ω A i into finite sets there is B ∈ U such that |B ∩ A i | ≤ 1 for every i ∈ ω. An ultrafilter U is selective if it is a P-point and a Q-point.
Definition 12.
An ultrafilter U on Nis strongly summable if for every A ∈ U there is a strictly increasing sequence of positive integers {n k : k ∈ ω} such that F S({n k }) is an element of U and F S({n k }) ⊆ A.
Here, F S({n
is the set of finite sums of elements of {n k } with no repetitions.
Strongly summable ultrafilters are related to Hindman's theorem as selective ultrafilters are related to Ramsey's theorem.
For ultrafilters on F IN, the following definitions due to Blass ([1] ) give the corresponding ultrafilters related to the finite unions version of Hindman's theorem.
Definition 13. ([1])
An ultrafilter U on F IN is a union ultrafilter if it has a basis of sets of the form F U({a n : n ∈ ω}) where {a n : n ∈ ω} is a sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of F IN.
U is an ordered-union ultrafilter if it has a basis of sets of the form F U({a n : n ∈ ω}) where {a n : n ∈ ω} is a block sequence of pairwise disjoint elements of F IN (i.e. for every n max(a n ) < min(a n+1 )).
Recall the following fact about forcing with coideals on
, forcing with the partial order (H, ⊆ * ) adds a selective ultrafilter on N contained in H ( [15] ). Farah, in [8] , proved the same for H semiselective.
that is, except for a finite number of its elements, every element of A is a finite union of elements of B.
If H is a semiselective coideal on FIN ∞ , forcing with (H, ≤ * ) adds an ultrafilter contained in H with interesting properties.
As we will see, if H is a semiselective coideal, then the partial order (H, ≤ * ) adds a stable ordered-union ultrafilter. This result is due to Eisworth, who proved it in [6] using the concept of Matet-adequate families H ⊆ FIN ∞ .
is included in a single piece of the partition (this is called the Hindman property).
Semiselective coideals and Matet-adequate subfamilies of FIN ∞ are clearly related. Both classes of families share the two properties of being closed under finite changes and being closed upwards; they share also the Hindman property, which is equivalent to A4 (mod H). A Matet adequate family is σ-closed as a partial order under ≤ * , and thus σ-distributive; while a semiselective coideal H, has the diagonalization property of definition 9 which also implies that (H, ≤ * ) is σ-distributive. We will prove that in fact Matet-adequate families are just selective coideals in FIN ∞ . (1) An ultrafilter U on FIN k is ordered-T if it has a basis of sets of the
Ultrafilters on FIN
An ultrafilter U on FIN k has the Ramsey property for pairs if for every partition c : FIN
These notions coincide with those of ordered-union, stable, and Ramsey property for pairs as in [1] when k = 1.
Proof. Clearly, U G is an ordered-T filter. The stability follows from the σ-distributivity as follows. Let {A n : n ∈ ω} be a sequence of elements of U G . Take a sequence {B n : n ∈ ω} of elements of G such that for every n ∈ ω [B n ] ⊆ A n . For every n, let
Each D n is dense in (H, ≤ * ), and so, by σ-distributivity of H the intersection n D n is dense and is in the ground model. Thus there exists E ∈ G ∩ ( n D n ). Then [E] ∈ U G and E is an almost condensation of B n for every n. For every partition of FIN k in the ground model, Gowers property A4 of H gives A ∈ G such that [A] is included in one part of the partition. But since H is σ-distributive, there are no new partitions of FIN k in the extension and thus U G is an ultrafilter.
The next definition was first proposed by Krautzberger in [13] and will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.
. We say that n ∈ ω is an A-splitting point of f if both f ↾ (n + 1) and f ↾ ω \ (n + 1) are elements of [A] and there exists g (1) U is stable. n < included in one of the pieces. Proof. We prove the equivalence between the first three properties following ideas of Blass, Eisworth and Krautzberger (for the case k = 1) in [1] , [6] and [13] respectively. 1 → 2 Suppose U is a stable ordered-T ultrafilter on FIN k . To see that U ∞ is invariant under finite changes it is enough to notice that for A ∈ U ∞ , and s is an element of A, the set {t ∈ [A] : supp(s) ⊆ supp(t)} is not in U. This is so because this set does not contain any set of the form [X] with X ∈ FIN ∞ . Once we have this, is is clear that the same applies to {t ∈ [A] : ∃s ∈ F (supp(s)
It is easy to verify that U ∞ is closed upwards, since if
and [B] are in U and so their intersection is also in U. Then, there is C ∈ U ∞ with [C] contained in this intersection, and therefore C ≤ A, B. We have then that U ∞ is a filter. That U ∞ is a maximal filter follows from the maximality of U as an ultrafilter on FIN k . A3 (mod U ∞ ) is obvious. And A4 (mod U ∞ ) is just a consequence of the fact that stable ordered-T ultrafilters contain homogeneous sets for partitions as in Gowers' theorem.
We show now that U ∞ is stable. Let A ∈ U ∞ and {A n : n ∈ ω} ⊆ U ∞ ↾ A as in definition 6. As U is stable let E ∈ U ∞ ↾ A such that E ≤ * A n and let j : ω → ω such that E/j(n) ≤ A n and j(n) is minimal with such a property (this guarantees that the function j is increasing).
First of all let us see that {f ∈ [E] : j(min(f )) < max(f )} ∈ U. Note that given B ∈ U ∞ ↾ E, there exists f < g both in [B] such that j(min(f )) < max(g) and therefore
that is, the set above intersect any element of U. Let C ∈ U
∞ ↾ E such that [C] is contained in that set.
Let us see now that {f ∈ [C] : π C (f ) is odd} ∈ U. For this note that any condensation of C contains f < g < h and π C (f + h) = π C (f ) + π C (h) + 1 so at least one between f, h and f + h has an odd number of C-splitting points. Take now
is contained in the set above and lets see that B is a diagonalization of the A n 's within A. Given f ∈ [B] and h ∈ B/f we have that there exists g ∈ [C] with f < g < h, otherwise
, that is an even number. We have then that
< → 2 a partition and for each f ∈ FIN k consider the induced partition c f : FIN k /f → 2 given by c f (g) = c(f, g). As U has the Gowers property (for being ordered-T) let A f ∈ U ∞ such that [A f ] is monochromatic for c f . By a counting argument there exists an infinite F ⊆ FIN k and i ∈ 2 such that for all f ∈ F , c f "[A f ] = i. Let G n := {f ∈ F : max(f ) = n}. Take A 0 = 1 and, since G n is finite, let A n+1 ∈ U ∞ ↾ A n such that A n+1 ≤ A f for each f ∈ G n+1 . By selectivity let B ∈ U ∞ be a diagonalization of the A n 's within 1. We have then that, for f ∈ [B],
Now fix n ∈ ω and take f ∈ B with n ≤ max(f ). We have then that B/f ≤ A n thus B ≤ * A n .
We go back now to the case k = 1 to show that Matet-adequate families are the same as selective coideals.
Theorem 5. Every Matet-adequate family is a selective coideal in FIN
∞ . Therefore, Matetadequate families and selective coideals coincide.
Proof. (inspired on [6] ) Let H be a Matet-adequate family, and let [a, A] = ∅ with A ∈ H, and {A n : n ∈ ω} a ≤-decreasing sequence in H, with each A n a condensation of A such that [a, A n ] = ∅. Let C ∈ H be such that C ≤ * A n for every n ∈ ω. Force with (H ↾ C, ≤ * ), the collection of all condensations of C which are in H. This adds a stable ordered-union ultrafilter on F IN such that F U(C) ∈ U. In fact, if G is a generic subset of H ↾ C, then U G = {A ⊆ F IN : ∃B ∈ G (F U(B) ⊆ A)} is a stable union-ordered ultrafilter and F U(C) belongs to it.
Notice that for every n, F U(A n ) ∈ U. Applying Theorem 4 we get B ≤ C with F U(B) ∈ U, which diagonalizes {A n : n ∈ ω} whitin A.
B is in the ground model since no reals are added by this forcing. And B ∈ H by definition of U G and the fact that Hose is upwards closed. Using the fact that every selective coideal is σ-closed the proof is finished.
Selective ultrafilters and stable ordered-T ultrafilters
In this section we complete our remarks concerning the relation between stable orderedunion ultrafilters on F IN and selective ultrafilters on the topological Ramsey space FIN ∞ . Recall that for an ultrafilter U on FIN k , Proof. Let V be a selective utrafilter on FIN ∞ k , and let U be the filter on FIN k generated by {[A] : A ∈ V}. U is in fact a filter because if A, B ∈ V then there exists C ∈ V such that C ≤ A and C ≤ B, and it is obvious that it is an ordered-T filter. To see that it is an ultrafilter on FIN k , suppose that there is a ordered-T ultrafilter U ′ properly extending U.
∞ is a filter properly containing V.
Let us now verify that U is stable. Given a sequence {A n : n ∈ ω} ⊆ FIN ∞ k such that [A n ] ∈ U for every n, we use the selectivity of V to obtain E which is an almost condensation of each A n . For every n, since [A n ] ∈ U, there is B n ∈ V such that [B n ] ⊆ [A n ], and therefore B n ≤ A n . Now we work with the B n 's, and using the fact that they belong to the ultrafilter V, we construct a descending sequence {C n : n ∈ ω} as follows, C 0 = B 0 and if C n has been defined, we let C n+1 be an element C of V such that C ≤ C n and C ≤ B n . The selectivity of V gives us a diagonalization E of the sequence {C n : n ∈ ω} in the ultrafilter. Then E is an almost condensation of each A n .
We will now prove that any semiselective ultrafilter on FIN In this section we will study a parametrized version of the H-Ramsey property for elements of FIN ∞ k introduced in Section 2. Let 2 ∞ be the space of infinite sequences of 0's and 1's, with the product topology regarding 2 = {0, 1} as a discrete space. Also, 2 <∞ denotes the set of finite sequences of 0's and 1's. Let us consider some features of the perfect subsets of 2 ∞ , following [19] : Some notation is needed. For x = (x n ) n ∈ 2 ∞ , x| k denotes the finite sequence
(∃k)(u = x| k )} and let |u| be the lenth of u. Given a perfect set Q ⊆ 2 ∞ , let T Q be its associated perfect tree. For n ∈ N, let
, where u(Q) ∈ T Q is define inductively, as follows: ∅(Q) = ∅. Suppose u(Q) defined. Find σ ∈ T Q such that σ is the ⊑-extension of u(Q) where the first ramification extending u(Q) occurs. Then, set (u * i)(Q) = σ * i, i = 0, 1. Here " * " denotes concatenation. Note that for each n, Q = {Q(u) : u ∈ 2 n }. Also, we will need to adapt the notion of abstract Baire property (see [18] ) to this context: Definition 20. Let P be the family of perfect subsets of 2 ∞ and let H ⊆ FIN ∞ k be a semiselective coideal. We will say that a set X ⊆ 2 ∞ × FIN 
is perfectly H-Ramsey null iff X is P × Exp(H)-meager. In order to prove Theorem 8 we will need to introduce two combinatorial forcings and prove a series of lemmas related to them. Before doing that, we will state the following definition and a related lemma which will be useful in the sequel. 
Proof. The proof of Lemma 8 follows the same argument used in the proof of Lemma 2.5 of [8] so we will leave it to the reader. Note: Lemmas 9, 10, and 11 below hold for both combinatorial forcings defined above. ↾ C n such that depth Cn (b) = n. By Lemma 9(f), (Q, C n ) rejects (u i , b j ) for every (i, j) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 2 n+1 − 1} × {0, 1, · · · , m}. Now, by Lemma 9(e) there exists C 0,0
In the same way, for every (i, j) ∈ {0, 1, · · · , 2 n+1 − 1} × {0, 1, · · · , m}, we can find C i,j n satisfying the following: The next theorem is inspired by Theorem 2.3 of [8] and Theorem 3 of [17] .
∞ and A ∈ H there exist a perfect S ⊆ P and D ≤ A in H such that one of the following holds:
(a) for every x ∈ S and every C ≤ D in H there exist integers l and m > 0 such that
and A ∈ H, consider the combinatorial forcing 1. Let Q ⊆ P and B ≤ A be as in Lemma 10. If (Q, B) accepts (<>, ∅) then part (a) of Theorem 9 holds by the definition of "accepts". So suppose (Q, B) does not accept (and hence, rejects) (<>, ∅). By Lemma 11, find
<∞ such that u t ⊑ v and |v| ≥ depth D (b). This is a contradiction with the choice of D. Therefore, for S = Q and D part (b) of Theorem 9 holds. Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section:
Proof of Theorem 8. (a) The implication from left to right is obvious. So suppose X ⊆ 2 ∞ × FIN ∞ k has the P × Exp(H)-Baire Property, and let P × [a, A] be given, with A ∈ H. In order to make the proof notationally simpler, we will assume a = ∅ without a loss of generality.
↾ B with |u| ≥ depth B (b) one of the following holds: Apply the Claim 2 to X , P and A to find Q 1 ⊆ P and
with |u| ≥ depth B 1 (b) one of the following holds: 
with |u| ≥ depth D 2 (b) one of the following holds:
c , for every R ⊆ Q 2 (u) and every C ≤ B 2 compatible with b.
As before, for each t ∈ T Q 2 , choose u 
c , with C ∈ H, we reach to a similar contradiction in virtue of (ii) and (4) above. So there is neither
c . But this is impossible because X has the P × Exp(H)-Baire Property.
(b) Again, the implication from left to right is obvious. Conversely, the result follows easily from part (a) and the fact that X is P × Exp(H)-meager. This completes the proof of Theorem 8. Proof. Let (X n ) n be a sequence of perfectly H-Ramsey null subsets of 2 ∞ × FIN ∞ k and fix P × [a, A]. We can assume a = ∅. Also, it is easy to see that the finite union of perfectly H-Ramsey null sets yields a perfectly H-Ramsey null set; so we will assume (∀n) X n ⊆ X n+1 . The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 10. For n ∈ N, let
and fix arbitrary n. To show that (x, C) ∈ X n let l be large enough so that depth B (r l (C)) = m ≥ n. Then by construction Q × [r l (C), B] ∩ X m = ∅ and hence, since X n ⊆ X m , we have (x, C) ∈ X n . This completes the proof. Now, we borrow some terminology from [19] : Let A be a family of subsets of a set Z. We say that X , Y ⊆ Z are compatible (with respect to A) if there exists W ∈ A such that W ⊆ X ∩ Y. Also, we say that A is M-like if for any B ⊆ A such that |B| < |A|, every member of A which is not compatible with any member of B is compatible with Z \ B.
The families P of perfect subsets of 2 ∞ and Exp(H) are M-like. Therefore, according to Lemma 2.7 in [19] , the family P × Exp(H) = {P × [n, A] : P ∈ P and A ∈ H} is also M-like. This lead us to the following: We will show some facts about this forcing notion before continuing in our study of the consistency (relative to ZF ) of the H-Ramseyness of every subset of FIN ∞ k when H is in a suitable class of coideals. For an ultrafilter U we use the special notation M U := M U ∞ .
We say that
is a M H -generic block sequence over V .
Definition 23. It is said that H has the pure decision property (the Prikry property) if for every sentence of the forcing language φ and every condition (a,
It is said that H has the hereditary genericity property (the Mathias property) if it satisfies that if X is M H -generic over a model V , then every Y ≤ X is M H -generic over V .
The following result was proved in [9, 10] 
LetĈ ∈ H ↾ B as in Lemma 6 applied to a, B and F 0 . And let C ∈ H ↾Ĉ be as in Lemma 6 applied to a,Ĉ and 
We will show that the first alternative holds: Pick
Notice that a ⊑ a ′ and therefore, by (3), we have (a ′ , C) ∈ D. By the definition of X , we also have 
A ′′ ] = ∅, and then there is n ∈ N and C 1 ∈ U such that [n,
It is obviously open. So, by genericity, there exists (c, C) ∈ D such that B ∈ [c, C]. Hence B ≤ * A. Now, suppose that B ∈ FIN ∞ k is such that B ≤ * A for all A ∈ U, and let D be a dense open subset of M U . We need to find (a, A) ∈ D such that B ∈ [a, A]. In V , by using Lemma 13 iteratively, we can define a sequence (A n ) n such that A n ∈ U, A n+1 ≤ A n , and A n captures (r n (B), D). Since U is in V and selective, we can choose A ∈ U, in V , such that A ≤ * A n for all n. (r m (B), D) . Hence, the following is true in V :
} and give F the strict end-extension ordering . Then the relation (F , ) is in V , and by equation 1 (F , ) is well-founded. Therefore, by a well-known argument due to Mostowski, equation 1 holds in the universe.
Corollary 2. If B is M U -generic over some model V and A ≤ B then A is also M U -generic over V . In other words, U has the hereditary genericity property.
Lemma 14. Let H ⊆ FIN
∞ k be a semiselective coideal. Consider the forcing notion P = (H, ≤ * ) and letÛ be a P-name for a P-generic ultrafilter. Then the iteration P * MÛ is equivalent to the forcing M H .
Proof. Recall that
) is a dense embedding from M H to P * MÛ (hereâ andÂ are the canonical P-names for a and A, respectively): It is easy to show that this mapping preserves the order. So, given (B, (ȧ,Ȧ)) ∈ P * MÛ , we need to
Since P is σ-distributive, there exists a ∈ FIN <∞ k , A ∈ H and C ≤ * B in H such that C ⊢ P (â =ȧ &Â =Ȧ) (so we can assume a ∈ FIN <∞ k ↾ C). Notice that (C, (â,Â)) ∈ P * MÛ and (C, (â,Â)), (C, (â,Â)) ≤ (B, (ȧ,Ȧ)). So, C ⊢ PĈ ∈Û and C ⊢ PÂ ∈Û . Then, (ȧ,Ȧ) ). This completes the proof.
The next theorem follows inmediately from Corollary 2 and Lemma 14. For the next lemma it will be useful to have the following notion. Given P ∈ FIN ∞ k , P = p 0 , p 1 , . . . , every element of FIN <∞ k ↾ X is obtained from a finite subsequence of X by
for some increasing sequence n 0 < · · · < n l and some choice i 0 , . . . , i l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , k} with at least one of the numbers i 0 , . . . , i l equal to 0. We can thus define a well ordering of FIN <∞ k ↾ X in the followng way. Now, we prove (3) implies (1) . As in the previous case, suppose H is not semiselective and thus there is A ∈ H and a sequence (D a : a ∈ FIN k ↾ A) of dense open subsets of (H, ≤ * ) such that no element of H ↾ A is a diagonalization of the sequence. Pick a sequence (A a : a ∈ FIN k ↾ A) of maximal antichains of (H ↾ A, ⊆ * ) with A a ⊆ D a , such that no element of H ↾ A is a diagonalization of the sequence.
We know thatẋ is forced not to be a diagonalization of the sequence (A a ). But since for every aẋ ⊆ * τ a is forced. there is y ≤ẋ which diagonalizes (A a ) and thus this y cannot be in H. Since λ is a Mahlo cardinal, the set of inaccessible cardinals below λ is stationary, and we can find an inaccessible κ < λ such that V κ , ∈,Ḣ ∩ V κ , Col(ω, < λ) ∩ V κ ≺ V λ , ∈,Ḣ, Col(ω, < λ) . It follows that
where G κ = G∩Col(ω, < κ). This can be verified as follows. Let φ(τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) be a formula of the forcing language of Col(ω, < κ). If this formula is valid in V κ [G κ ], interpreting τ 1 , . . . , τ n by G κ , then there is a condition p ∈ G κ that forces φ. Since p is also in G and τ 1 , . . . , τ n are also Col(ω, < λ)-names, φ is also valid in V λ [G] . Conversely, if φ(τ 1 , . . . , τ n ) is valid in V λ [G] there is q ∈ G that forces it (in V λ ). Since the names τ 1 , . . . , τ n are Col(ω, < κ)-names, p = q ↾ (ω × κ) forces in V λ the formula φ. By elementarity this also holds in V κ , and therefore φ interpreted by G κ is valid in V κ [G κ ].
We want to show that the coideal H ∩ V κ [G κ ] is semiselective in V κ [G κ ]. We will show that in the model V κ [G κ ] the partial order M H∩Vκ [Gκ] has the pure decision property.
